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bubbling
with excitement over science

inquiry-based learning
At the Battle Creek Area Math + Science Center (BCAMSC), we have a philosophy about the next
generation of American ingenuity. We believe tomorrow’s leaders can be found in math and science
classrooms all over the country. By stimulating their curiosity, we can get them bubbling with
excitement and unleash potential energy.
Based on that philosophy, the BCAMSC has developed Cereal City Science —a Kindergarten through
Seventh grade inquiry-based science curriculum that is aligned with the Michigan Grade Level
Content Expectations and Common Core State Standards for ELA. The purpose of the program is to
provide good, inquiry-based science instruction in the classroom with opportunities for students
to engage in all four strands of science proﬁciency (physical science, life science, earth science,
and inquiry and technology).
The curriculum, designed with the 5E Learning Cycle—engage, explore, explain, elaborate, evaluate —
provides teachers with classroom instruction units that include opportunities for interaction in the
classroom as students:

+ raise questions and carry out investigations
+ talk and write about their observations and emerging understandings
+ discuss and carry out ways to test their understanding
Each unit has undergone an extensive development and evaluation process. Through Cereal City Science,
students are talking about science at a deeper level than ever before.*

the present
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Kids who answer questions
do well in school.
Kids who ask questions
do well in life.
*2013 —IEval
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three-dimensional learning
In the past several years many advances have occurred in science and science education, with an
increased focus on STEM education to meet the growing need for qualiﬁed applicants in STEM ﬁelds.
Cereal City Science is striving to make the necessary changes that meet the new science standards that
stimulates and builds interest in reasoning, critical thinking, and inquiry-based problem solving.
The National Research Council’s (NRC) framework describes a vision of
three-dimensional learning that includes:

+ science and engineering practices
+ science content
+ crosscutting concepts
The shift from inquiry-based science instruction
to three-dimensional learning, moves the student
from raising a scientiﬁc question that can be
answered through investigation to the formulation
or recognition of a problem that can be solved
through investigation and design.

the future
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My students are always looking
forward to “doing” science,
and yes, I say doing because the
Cereal City Science Kits offer
hands on opportunities to
learn the material.
—Kristen Miller
Kindergarten teacher
Kalamazoo Public Schools
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new units for the next generation
Cereal City Science units are creating results. Statistics show that districts who use these units produce
higher test scores than districts who don’t.* Clearly, students and teachers alike are beneﬁting from this
rewarding program. To keep the excitement bubbling, new units are being created to include:

+ Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) alignment by “Topic” —Each unit is geared toward
the performance expectations as formatted in the “Topic” arrangement of the NGSS, weaving content,
science and engineering practices and crosscutting concepts throughout.

+ CCSS alignment for ELA and Mathematics —Break down the “silos” of learning and teach reading,
writing, and mathematics within the process of learning new information and solving problems.

+ Problem and project based units —Each unit begins with a problem to solve or project to build.
Students identify the science concepts they need to know to complete the project or solve the problem.

+ Formative Assessment and Assessment Probes —What do we know? What have we learned?
What more do we need to know? The teacher guide includes a facilitation guide with questioning

projected
timeline for
new units

techniques and assessment probes to identify student progress and understanding.

+ Performance Tasks —Apply what we have learned to solve problems and design projects!
Students are assessed through their completed projects or solutions, scientiﬁc explanations—
claim, evidence, and reasoning—and presentations.

Kindergarten through 5th grade NGSS Physical Science Units: Completed Fall 2016
Kindergarten through 5th grade NGSS Earth Science Units: Fall 2017
Kindergarten through 5th grade NGSS Life Science Units: Fall 2018
Grades 6th - 8th: Alignment process begins Fall 2017

what’s next
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The Cereal City Science kits have proven to be
the most effective science education tool we
can use. Our science test scores are the highest
in the county because of the quality and
philosophy of this program. Our students
love science because of being actively
involved and fully engaged with the
lessons from the kits.
—Mike Fillman
5th grade teacher
Murray Lake Elementary/ Lowell Area Schools
*2010 —Evaluation and Measurement Specialists, Inc.
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